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by coercing minor girls into secret abortions without the knowledge of parents or law enforcement.
These predators can even take girls for abortions without their families ever knowing.
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an adult family member, such as a grandparent, before performing an abortion on a girl under 18.
Parental consent is not required, but her family will now be able to help her understand all options,
provide her medical history, and in cases of rape, alert law enforcement.
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Facts:
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• During the past 25 years, more than thirty states have enacted laws like Proposition
4. They have seen reductions in teen pregnancies, abortions and STDs.
• Abortion providers often have not alerted law enforcement when sexual
predators bring m inor girls in for abortions. That’s why law enforcement agreesFamily involvement is needed to protect young daughters.

Help Prop. 4 protect REAL GIRLS in the REAL WORLD from
being victimized by secret abortions and sexual predators.

Who is Sarah?
Sarah was only 15 when she
had a secret surgical abortion.
She was sent home, but days
later a high fever set in. Her
family was unaware that she
had an abortion and that the
procedure had torn her cervix.
By the time doctors determined
the cause of her fever it was too
late. The tear became a fatal
infection. Sarah’s life was lost.
Medical professionals testified
that had her family known about
the abortion, Sarah’s life could
have been saved.

More Real Stories:
 41 year old Adam Gault lured a 14year-old from her home with promises
of drugs, a job, and freedom. Instead,
she became his sex slave for a year,
captive in his house. When she became
pregnant, Gault took her to Planned
Parenthood for an abortion. Planned
Parenthood didn’t report the crime.
Planned Parenthood failed to report
the sexual abuse of a 13-year-old
brought for an abortion by the 23-yearold who raped her. After the secret
abortion, the same man impregnated
her again, and she had a second
abortion.


DON’T LET YOUNG GIRLS LIKE SARAH FACE THE PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL RISKS OF
SECRET ABORTIONS ALL ALONE – OR WORSE YET, COERCED BY A SEXUAL PREDATOR!

VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.YESON4.NET
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